FABRICS | SILK & SPICES

The epitome of sophistication – new elegant living
Création Baumann presents the “Silk & Spices” 2017 Collection
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Classically elegant stands for timeless furnishing that eludes capricious fashion. Its counterpart are high
quality materials, restrained colours, classic shapes and an elegant, essentially purist look. The new
elegance does not preclude a light and, at times, bold look however.

With the new Home-Collection “Silk & Spices” Création Baumann is launching a high class textile world,
which radiates elegant city flair. “The collection pays textile homage to the patina of the past”, says Sibylle
Aeberhard, the designer. “We are transferring it to our time however – extremely self-assured confident
and sophisticated”. The design team of the textile company from Langenthal in Switzerland generated an
entire palette of new qualities, designs and colours for the jacquards, curtain and upholstery fabrics.

“Dorin” is one of the highlight of the new curtain fabrics. Small round discs arise from the elegant, semitransparent curtain; the matt/shine effect accentuates the structure. The fabric is available in ten colours
from a range which encompasses warm beige, gold, pink and midnight blue.

The linen item “Ginger” dons a classic look with a cheeky twist: Coloured bouclé yarn effects that are
reminiscent of tweed, lend the fabric freshness and vitality. The 16 colour settings encompass earthy
tones along with bottle greens and blues and ripe berry reds.

Dense jacquards bring unadulterated luxury into the apartment. Their interplay with matt and shine, their
soft handling qualities and high quality materials makes them stylish companions for the home. In addition
to classic tones such as linen, sand and taupe they come in shimmering tints such as coral, yellow, blue
and green. The new eye-catching jacquards include “Maira” and “Orfeo”. “Maira” flirts with vintage
aesthetics: The decorative design looks as if it had been scratched out from the underlying fabric.
Depending on incoming light and viewing angle, the emphasis of the matt/shine effect changes. This

applies also to “Orfeo”, an exceptionally elegant fabric in which oversized circular shapes overlap. The
design is enhanced with subtle colour transitions within the motif.

Refined in a natural way is “Ramin”, the new silk fabric with a slight knob texture. The matt sheen of the
silk and the changeant effect is shown off to best advantage in 33 soft, warm colours.

As sumptuous as a baroque painting is “Artemisia”, the curtain fabric. This extravagant jacquard fabric
with the three-dimensial relief requires elaborate techniques. Prior to weaving the warp is printed with a
striking picture of abstracted blooms, into which a floral jaquard design is subsequently woven. The
printed warp and the interwoven design enter into a fascinating liaison. The fabric which can be used on
both sides is available in a dark, a silver and a light coloured option.

Amongst the upholstery fabric the soft chenille fabric “Vasco” brings vintage chic into the home, whilst
“Victor”, the textured chenille fabric, has a truly classic look. The finely patterned “Dandy” exudes both
style and chic. It’s matt/shine effect and the design of small stones are perfect for eye-catching cushions
and focal points.

The “Silk & Spices” Collection brings the new elegance into the stylish home.
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